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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Prior research 
1. Ribhan (2006)  
The title of this research is Faktor-Faktor Yang Mempengaruhi Brand 
Switching Pada Pengguna SIM Card Di Fakultas Ekonomi Universitas Lampung. 
Research methods used descriptive analysis, person correlation and multiple linear 
regressions. This research in this study employed 100 respondents students of 
Lampung University. Meanwhile variables for this research is consist of Product 
attribute, price, promotion, product distribution, brand switching. This research 
purposes are to know the effects of product attributes towards brand switching on 
SIM card user, the effects of price product towards brand switching on SIM card user, 
the effects of product availability towards brand switching on SIM card user. About 
the result of the research what Ribhan got is the Product attribute has no truly effects 
towards brand switching, Price product has positively influence directly on brand 
switching, promotions has positively influence directly towards brand switching.  
2. Nurmaditya (2009)  
The title of this research is Pengaruh Kualitas Jasa Terhadap Brand 
Switching Konsumen Pada Pengguna Seluler Axis Di Kota Malang. This research 
methods was used multiple linear regression analysis Then it sample taken by 100 of 
respondents AXIS users in Malang. This research purposes to knowing do the 
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variables has significant influence simultaneously towards brand switching on AXIS 
users in Malang, knowing do the variable services that consist of features, 
conformance, reliability, durability, serviceability, perceived quality, appearance or 
aesthetics has significant influence partially towards brand switching on AXIS users 
in Malang, Knowing variable service quality (performance, feature, conformance, 
reliability, durability, serviceability, perceived quality, appearance or aesthetics) 
which variable has dominants influence brand switching on AXIS users in Malang. 
The result simultaneously, services quality on AXIS product that consists of: 
performance, features, conformance, reliability, durability, serviceability, perceived 
quality, and aesthetics influence significant on brand switching. Partially, quality 
services of AXIS product that consist of: performance, feature, conformance, 
reliability, durability, serviceability, perceived quality, and aesthetics influence 
significantly towards brand switching behavior, Variable performance has dominant 
among other variable towards brand switching behavior. 
3. Nurmawati (2009) 
The title of this research is Faktor-Faktor Yang Mempengaruhi Perilaku 
Peralihan Merek Dalam Pembelian Shampoo (Survey Pada Mahasiswa Kost 
Kelurahan Ketawanggede Malang). Variables of this research consist of Product 
availability, promotion, money condition, product attribute and learning. This 
research method was used multiple linear regression analysis, it was took 121 
respondents of student of university who stay in Ketawanggede. This research 
purposes are identifying factors that make product, price, promotion, distribution 
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channel, personality, and psychology, to verify factors product, price, promotion, 
distribution channel, personality and psychology that influenced brand switching, 
knowing factors products, price, promotion, distribution channel, personality and 
psychology which has dominant influence towards brand switching behavior. The 
result Based on factors analysis appears five factors that influences brand switching 
on shampoo, By the verify result multiple linear regression, it can be seen that factors 
formed namely product availability, promotion, financial, product attribute, learning 
simultaneously influence towards brand switching behavior, Factor of product 
availability, promotion, financial condition, and product attributes has no significant 
effects towards brand switching behavior and other factors like learning has 
significant effect towards brand switching behavior.  
4. Nagar and Komal (2009) 
The title of this research is evaluating the effect of consumer sales promotions 
on brand loyal and brand switching segments. This research was used evaluative and 
a diagnostic attempt to discover empirically as a research method. This research was 
took 427 respondents. This result is expected because non-loyal consumers are 
characterized by their switching behavior and the presence of sales promotions acts as 
a reason or incentive to switch. This study purposed has attempted to explore the 
effect of consumer sales promotions on loyal and non-loyal consumers in two fast 
moving consumer goods, washing powders and shampoos. The result obtained in this 
study have important implications for both managers and researchers and suggests 
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that marketers wanting to attract and retain customers must pay attention to the right 
mix of brand loyalty factors, of which sales promotion is a very small part.  
5. Shukla and Paurav (2009) 
Title of this research is impact of contextual factors, brand loyalty and brand 
switching on purchase decisions, and this research was used carried out forming the 
foundation of the literature review and methodology, exploring the topic areas, 
theories and concepts to enhance the validity of the primary research as a research 
method. The study examines our prior knowledge regarding influence on contextual 
factors, and behavioral intentions (brand loyalty and brand switching) on the purchase 
decisions, 340 respondents. Variables of this research are behavioral intentions, brand 
loyalty, brand switching, purchase decisions. Purposes of this study are aim to focus 
on these issues, design/methodology/approach, findings, and practical implications. 
And get results like contextual factors have a significant influence on brand loyal, 
significant positive influence of contextual factors is observed on brand switching. 
6. Shukla and Paurav (2004) 
Title of this research is effect of product usage, satisfaction and involvement 
on brand switching behavior. This research took the questionnaire 139. This research 
was used Sample data, the questionnaires, and measurement scales as a research 
methods. Purposes of these researches are the study addresses the effect of product 
usage, satisfaction derived out of the same and the brand switching behavior in 
several product categories while looking at the product involvement level in the 
Indian marketplace. Results: This study illustrated several relevant issues for the 
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practitioners of marketing management. It is important to know that satisfaction will 
not provide any guarantee to the marketer about brand loyalty or switching. Variables 
of this research are Product usage, product performance, level of satisfaction, and 
level of involvement. 
7. Sun, Nelvin and Srinivasan (2003) 
The title of the research is “Measuring Impact Promotions on Brand 
Switching when Consumer are Forward Looking”. Effect of product usage, 
satisfaction and involvement on brand switching behavior, Promotion, price and 
availability of the product, 200 respondents, In this research used one variable with 
many keys to finding result like: simulation, the structural, estimating and evaluating, 
Focus to the impact of promotion on brand switching and emphasis on promotion 
expectations: first, modeling price expectations would add more complexity by 
increasing the size of the dynamic program state space. Second, including the 
expectations would only make case stronger. Third, price related quantities are 
regular price and availability of a promotion. Fourth, the variation in regular price per 
ounce was fairly. This research provides encouraging support that more accurate 
estimates of brand switching elastic can be obtained by incorporating forward looking 
consumer behavior into structural models and taking into account the rational 
consumer will become more important in evaluating the effectiveness of sales 
promotions.  
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8. Grover and Srinivasan (1990) 
The title of the research is “Evaluating the Multiple Effects to Retail 
Promotions on Brand Loyal and Brand Switching Segments”. Variable of the 
research consist of Price, coupon and features. 450 sample of households, this 
research used Empirical study provides evidence that assumption of homogeneity of 
model parameters methods. Purpose of the research is to evaluate the effects of 
promotions on brand share, store share, and product category sales. Result of the 
research is  the market can be characterized by brand loyal segments, each of which 
buys mostly their favorite brand, and switching segments, each of which switches 
mainly among different brands of the same type, promotional variables have 
significant effects on within segment market shares, the effects being different across 
segments, Store share is related significantly to promotional attractiveness of store, 
the overall promotional attractiveness of the product category has significant current 
and logged effects on category volume, the logged effects resulting from consumer 
purchase acceleration and stock up last longer for brand loyal segments that for 
switching segments. 
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Researcher Title of the research Research 
method 
Sample/ 
population 
Variables Purposes Result 
1. Ribhan 
( 2006 ) 
Faktor-faktor yang 
mempengaruhi brand switching 
pada pengguna SIM card di 
fakultas ekonomi universitas 
Lampung. 
Analysis 
descriptive, 
person 
correlation and 
multiple linear 
regression 
100 
respondents 
student of 
Lampung 
University 
Product 
attributes, 
price, 
promotion, 
product 
distribution, 
brand 
switching 
1. The effects of product attributes towards 
brand switching on SIM card user. 
2. The effects of price product towards brand 
switching on SIM card user. 
3. The effects of product availability towards 
brand switching on SIM card user 
1. Product attribute has no truly effects 
towards brand switching. 
2. Price product has positively 
influence directly on brand switching. 
3. Promotion has positively influence 
directly towards  brand switching. 
 
2. Nurmaditya 
 ( 2009 ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pengaruh kualitas jasa terhadap 
brand switching konsumen pada 
pengguna seluler axis di kota 
Malang 
Analysis 
multiple linear 
regression 
100 
respondents 
of AXIS 
users in 
Malang 
Performance, 
feature, 
conformance
, reliability, 
durability, 
serviceability
, perceived 
quality, 
aesthetics, 
and brand 
switching. 
1. Knowing do the variable services that 
consist of features, conformance, reliability, 
durability, serviceability, perceived quality, 
appearance or aesthetics has significant 
influence simultaneously towards brand 
switching on AXIS users in Malang. 
2. Knowing do the variable services that 
consist of features, conformance, reliability, 
durability, serviceability, perceived quality, 
appearance or aesthetics has significant 
influence partially towards brand switching 
on AXIS users in Malang. 
3. Knowing variable service quality ( 
performance, feature, conformance, 
reliability, durability, serviceability, 
perceived quality, appearance or aesthetics) 
which variable has dominants influence 
brand switching on AXIS users in Malang. 
1. Simultaneously, services quality on 
AXIS product that consist of : 
performance, features, conformance, 
reliability, durability, serviceability, 
perceived quality, and aesthetics 
influence significant on brand 
switching. 
2. Partially, quality services of AXIS 
product that consist of : performance, 
feature, conformance, reliability, 
durability, serviceability, perceived 
quality, and aesthetics influence 
significantly towards brand switching 
behavior. 
3.Variable performance has dominant 
among other variable towards brand 
switching behavior. 
 
3. Nurmawati 
 ( 2009 ) 
Faktor-faktor yang 
mempengaruhi perilaku 
peralihan merek dalam 
pembelian shampoo ( survey 
pada mahasiswa kost kelurahan 
ketawanggede Malang ) 
Analysis 
descriptive, 
factor 
explanatory 
with 
quantitative 
approach that 
using survey 
121 
respondents 
of student 
of 
university 
who stay in 
ketawangge
de 
Product 
availability, 
promotion, 
money 
condition, 
product 
attribute and 
learning. 
1. To identifying factors that make product, 
price, promotion, distribution channel, 
personality, and psychology.2 
2. To verify factors product, price, 
promotion, distribution channel, personality 
and psychology that influenced brand 
switching. 
3. Knowing factors products, price, 
promotion, distribution channel, personality 
and psychology which has dominant 
influence towards brand switching behavior. 
1. Based on factors analysis appears 
five factors that influences brand 
switching on shampoo. 
2. By the verify result multiple linear 
regression, it can be seen that factors 
formed namely product availability, 
promotion, financial, product attribute, 
learning simultaneously influence 
towards brand switching behavior. 
3. Factor of product availability, 
promotion, financial condition, and 
product attributes has no significant 
effects towards brand switching 
behavior and other factors like learning 
has significant effects. 
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Researcher Title of the research Research 
method 
Sample/ 
population 
Variables Purposes Result 
4. Nagar and 
komal ( 2009 )  
Evaluating the effect of 
consumer sales promotions on 
brand loyal and brand switching 
segments 
Evaluative and 
a diagnostic 
attempt to 
discover 
empirically 
427 
consumers  
Sales 
promotion, 
brand 
loyalty, loyal 
customer, 
brand 
switchers 
This study has attempted to explore the 
effect of consumer sales promotions on loyal 
and non-loyal consumers in two fast moving 
consumer goods, washing powders and 
shampoos 
This result is expected because non-
loyal consumers are characterized by 
their switching behavior and the 
presence of sales promotions acts as a 
reason or incentive to switch. The 
result obtained in this study have 
important implications for both 
managers and researchers and suggests 
that marketers wanting to attract and 
retain customers must pay attention to 
the right mix of brand loyalty factors, 
of which sales promotion is a very 
small part. 
 
5. Shukla and 
paurav ( 2009 ) 
Impact of contextual factors, 
brand loyalty and brand 
switching on purchase decisions 
Carried out 
forming the 
foundation of 
the literature 
review and 
methodology, 
exploring the 
topic areas, 
theories and 
concepts to 
enhance the 
validity of the 
primary 
research. 
More than 
380 
questionnai
res were 
administere
d resulting 
into 340 
valid 
responses. 
Behavioral 
intentions, 
brand 
loyalty, 
brand 
switching, 
purchase 
decisions 
This is aim to focus on these issues, 
design/methodology/approach, findings, and 
practical implications. 
Contextual factors have a significant 
influence on brand loyalty, significant 
positive influence of contextual factors 
is observed on brand switching. The 
study examines our prior knowledge 
regarding influence o contextual 
factors, and behavioral intentions( 
brand loyalty and brand switching) on 
the purchase decisions. 
6. Shukla and 
paurav (2004 ) 
 
 
 
 
Effect of product usage, 
satisfaction and involvement on 
brand switching behavior 
Sample data, 
the 
questionnaires, 
and 
measurement 
scales 
The 
questionnai
re was 
distributed 
to 254 
households 
and 139 
usable 
questionnai
re were 
returned. 
 
 
Product 
usage, 
product 
performance, 
level of 
satisfaction, 
and level of 
involvement 
The study addresses the effect of product 
usage, satisfaction derived out of the same 
and the brand switching behavior in several 
product categories while looking at the 
product involvement level in the Indian 
marketplace. 
This study illustrated several relevant 
issues for the practitioners of 
marketing management. It is important 
to know that satisfaction will not 
provide any guarantee to the marketer 
about brand loyalty or switching 
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Researcher Title of the research Research 
method 
Sample/ 
population 
Variables Purposes Result 
7. Sun, Neslin, 
Srinivasan       
( 2003)  
Measuring the impact of 
promotion on brand switching 
when consumers are forward 
looking  
In this research 
used one 
variable with 
many keys to 
finding result 
like : 
simulation, the 
structural, 
estimating and 
evaluating 
200 
respondents  
Promotion, 
price and 
availability 
of the 
product 
 
Focus to the impact of promotion on brand 
switching and emphasis on promotion 
expectations: first, modeling price 
expectations would add more complexity by 
increasing the size of the dynamic program 
state space. Second, including the 
expectations would only make case stronger. 
Third, price related quantities are regular 
price and availability of a promotion. Fourth, 
the variation  in regular price per ounce was 
fairly. 
This research provides encouraging 
support that more accurate estimates of 
brand switching elastic can be obtained 
by incorporating forward looking 
consumer behavior into structural 
models and taking into account the 
rational consumer will become more 
important in evaluating the 
effectiveness of sales promotions.  
   
8. Grover and 
Srinivasan 
(1990) 
Evaluating the multiple effects 
to retail promotions on brand 
loyal and brand switching 
segments 
Price, coupon 
and features.  
450 sample 
of 
households. 
Empirical 
study 
provides 
evidence that 
assumption 
of 
homogeneity 
of model 
parameters 
Evaluate the effects of promotions on brand 
share, store share, and product category 
sales. 
The market can be characterized by 
brand loyal segments, each of which 
buys mostly their favorite brand, and 
switching segments, each of which 
switches mainly among different 
brands of the same type, promotional 
variables have significant effects on 
within segment market shares, the 
effects being different across 
segments, Store share is related 
significantly to promotional 
attractiveness of store, the overall 
promotional attractiveness of the 
product category has significant 
current and logged effects on category 
volume, the logged effects resulting 
from consumer purchase acceleration 
and stockup last longer for brand loyal 
segments that for switching segments. 
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B. Brand  
1. Definition of Brand  
Brand is the essential part of product planning. The procedure a firm follows in 
re-searching, developing, and implementing its brand. As just noted, a brand is a 
name, term, design, or symbol (combination of these) that identifies the products of a 
seller or group of sellers. By establishing well-known brands, firms are better able to 
obtain acceptance, distributor cooperation, and above-average-prices. Brand names, 
brand marks, and trade characters do not offer legal protection against used by 
competitors, unless registered as trademarks (which all of the preceding examples 
have been). Trademarks ensure exclusively for trademark owners or those securing 
their permission and provide legal remedies against firm using “confusingly similar” 
names, designs, or symbols. 
According to Rangkuti (2004:244), brand image is a unity of the brand 
association that made and sense in customer side. Everyday an individual makes 
hundreds of customer decisions. Consumer is besieged by countless products and 
messages competing for attention. To make life bearable and simplify this decision 
making process, the individual looks shortcuts. The most important of these is to rely 
on habit buy brands that have proved satisfactory in the past. Brand image 
meaningful for the company and its product in consumer side, both of company and 
product has relation in consumer perception.  
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2. Brand image 
A unique set of associations in the minds of customer concerning what a brands 
stands for and the implied promises the brand makes, the buyer may have a different 
response to the company's image or brand. Brand image is the public perception of 
the company or its products. According to Kotler and Amstrong (2006:229) define 
brand as a name, sign, symbol, design or the combination intended to identify product 
or services from individual or corporations, in order to differentiate them with the 
competitors. The image is influenced by many factors outside the control of the 
company. Effective image will affect the three things: first, strengthen character and 
the proposed value products. Second, conveying the character in a different way so as 
not to be confused with the character of a competitor. Third, provide emotional 
strength that is more than just a mental image. In order to serve the image should be 
submitted through any available means of communication and brand contacts. 
Example: if the messages should be expressed through symbols, written and 
audiovisual media, the atmosphere (physical space), events (activities), as well as the 
behavior of employees. 
 Association with the brand is everything related to the memory of a brand. Brand 
association is a collection of a brand association when consumers remember a brand 
(Aaker, 1996:27). Brand associations become one of the components that set up a 
brand equity brand associations can be formed due to the positive image of the brand 
appears, which in turn will create a positive consumer behavior. 
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The brand knowledge is very importance in influencing what people think by 
someone on a brand. Brand knowledge consists of two components: brand awareness 
and brand image. Brand awareness associated with the introduction and remind of the 
performance of a brand according to consumers. Keller cited in Atmoko (2008: 11) 
mentions that the brand image which built from brand association is usually 
associated with the information in the memory with something related to the services 
or products. According to every statement about brand image from the experts above, 
brand image have a position to determine the products. It’s the product deserve to 
obtain the good label from the consumer or not. Brand image become an additional 
point for the background of the product and company. Consumer could judge the 
products even just try to consume the product at first or second times. The customer 
will promote and recognize the product to their family, friends, and other consumer 
through mouth by mouth. Building the good image in company through the product is 
an important thing.  
 
C. Price 
1. Definition of price  
The price is the number of exchangeable value customers benefit from having 
or using a product or service whose value is set by buyers and sellers exceed bargain, 
or specified by the seller for the same price to all buyers. According to Kotler 
(2005:139), price is one of the elements in marketing mix that produces revenue, 
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while other element is produce costs. Pricing decisions are also very significant in 
determining the value or benefit that can be given to consumers and play an important 
role in describing the quality of the product. Competitive price can be a competitive 
advantage for customers, because there are types of consumers who make the price as 
the main research on product purchasing decisions. Production concept asserts that 
consumers everywhere will choose the product that is available everywhere and 
cheap, Kotler and Keller (2009: 18). The price of the product is very expensive but 
the benefits are appropriate or comparable consumer then the consumer will continue 
to buy and do not switch to another brand. Customers will continue to re-purchase 
and the customer will be loyal to the products offered by the company.  
2. Product price  
The product price factor is always been an important factor in 
customer/consumer buying process in every context. Customer always examines 
price and brand name information differently when customers are making judgments 
on the dimensions of quality: easy of uses, usefulness, performance, durability, and 
status. 
The new company will solve the pricing problem using the method of pricing. 
Kotler cited in Emiri (2011:13), states the following pricing: 
a) Mark-up pricing method is the most basic pricing methods, namely by 
adding a mark-up varies among the various goods. Mark-ups are generally 
higher for seasonal products, special products, product sales were slow and 
the product demand is not elastic. 
b) Pricing is based on a target return pricing, companies set prices based on the 
cost of the other or companies determine the price that will generate the 
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desired return on investment. The concept is to use the price chart that shows 
the total of principal costs (the sum of fixed costs and variable costs) and 
desired amount of revenue. 
c) Pricing based on perceived value. This method sets the company product 
price is not based on the seller's cost is sometimes too high or too low, but 
from the customer perception. The key in this method is to determine 
accurately the market's perception of the value of deals. Market research is 
needed to establish the perception of market value as a guide to effective 
pricing. 
d) Pricing the value of the company in this method set low enough to offer a 
high quality. Value pricing states that the price should represent something 
offers high value for customers. Appropriate pricing at current prices In this 
method the company costs or demand less attention to itself but mainly 
basing the price on the competitor's price. The Company may charge the 
same price, higher, lower than its competitors. This method is quite popular, 
if the costs are difficult to measure or competitor responses are uncertain. 
e) Sealed bid pricing. The Company determines the price based on estimates of 
how competitors will set the price and not based on a rigid relationship to the 
cost or demand company. In this method, competitive pricing is commonly 
used when the company closed bidding over a project. 
 
Pricing objectives is goal-oriented image (Tjiptono, 2001:24). Image of a 
company could be formed trough pricing strategy. Companies could set a high price 
to establish or maintain the prestigious image. In goal-oriented image, the company 
sought to avoid competition with the way to differentiate a product or service by way 
of specific market segments. This is the most common among companies that sell 
products that include a special category of goods and products that require high 
involvement in the purchasing process. In this study using four indicators that 
characterize the price according to Stanton cited in Rosvita (2010:25):  
1. Affordability 
2. Accordance of price with the quality  
3. Price competitiveness  
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4. Advantages of goods 
Decide the price product constitute to the company because price product decide 
the income in a business and company. Making decision price also very significant in 
the decision of value or advantages for the consumer and become important role in a 
quality product description. Competitive price could be strength for the customer to 
judge the product, because there are types of the customer that make price as a main 
choice on the purchasing product decision.  
 
D. Promotion 
1. Definition of Promotion 
According to Alma (2005:179), Promotion is a kind of marketing 
communication that consist of marketing activity in order to spread information, 
influence and increasing market target from the company and its product to be ready 
to receive, buy and loyal to the offered product by company. Meanwhile, according to 
Swastha (2002:237), promotion is an information wave or a way to persuade to show 
someone or organization to the implementation that create charge in marketing, In 
other word promotion also as the all kinds of marketing activity in purpose to push 
demand. In order recognizing product, company should be promoted to deliver 
information by the company then citizens able to know the information. Promotion is 
one of important marketing mix variable in marketing product and service.  
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According to definitions above able to explained that promotion is an activity 
that should be doing by company or organization to show, recognize and inform to 
help the decisions making to the company. Promotion activity that already did by 
company must be accepted by the citizens. Success of the promotion strategy 
implementation is consisted of company’s ability to sell product or service.  
Promotion is a marketing mix that has several indicators: 
a. Advertising  
According to Kotler and Keller (2007:244), advertising is a shape of non 
private presentation and idea promotion, stuff, or service from the specific supporter 
that supposed to be pay. Advertising able to be effectively fee messages to be spread, 
about building brand preference or educate people. Advertising purpose able to be 
categorize as a target to informing, persuading, remembering, or strengthen. That 
purposes means for difference step as follows, Kotler and Keller (2007:245):  
a. Informing advertising  : creating awareness and knowledge about new product or 
characteristic previous product 
b. Persuasive advertising : creating favorite, preference, believes, and purchasing a 
product or service 
c. Remembering advertising: stimulating re-purchasing product and service  
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d. Strengthen advertising   : make sure the current buyer that they already choose the 
right choice  
b. Sales Promotion 
According to Kotler and Keller (2007:266), selling promotion is a part in the 
marketing campaign or such as collective of the incentives tool that might be short 
time, designed for stimulate the buying product or service quickly and bigger by 
customer or seller. Promotion selling consist of tools for the customer (sample, 
coupon, cash back, discount, achievement, gift, gift for subscribe, testing free, 
guarantee), promotion trade (discount, advertising fee and billboard, and free stuff), 
and also business promotion and sales (exhibition and trade convection, contest for 
delegation of sales, and special ad). 
c. CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) 
Corporate social responsible according to Kotler and Keller (2007:276), consist of 
kinds of designed program to promote or protect the brand image and corporation. 
CSR department spending their time to give advice for the edge management use 
positives program and also losing doubt practice then negatives news did not come 
since begin. CSR Department implementation five functions as follows:  
a. Press relation          : Gives news and information about organization      
from the positives perspectives  
b. Product news          : Sponsored in order to give products    
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c. Corporate communication: Increasing understanding about organization 
through internal and external communication  
d. Lobby            : Relation with the institution who arrange law 
and government to support or fail the rules and laws  
e. Advice gives            : Gives advice to the management about the 
public problems, position and corporate image in good side and crisis. 
d. Personal Selling 
Personal selling is direct interaction to a consumer or more to present, answer 
the question about product and whole question about company and accepting 
messages or customer care. According to Kotler (2003:564), personal selling is the 
oral presentations made by the individual salesperson. In this case a conversation 
with one or more prospective buyers who intended to create sales.  
e. Direct Marketing  
Direct marketing according to Kotler and Keller (2007:288), is utilization 
direct channels to reach and give the product and services without use marketing 
intermediary. This channel consist of direct mail, catalog, telemarketing, television 
interactive, counter, internet website and movements tools. Direct marketing is one of 
way that developing fastest in customer service. Direct marketing gives useful for the 
customer and seller in many cases. Direct marketing able to managed the time and 
reach the customer in right time, the direct marketing materials has higher reader 
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because that material send to customer applicant who interested. Direct marketing 
also make offering and direct marketing strategy less watched by the rivals, Kotler 
and Keller (2007:290). The direct marketer able to use several channel to reach the 
individual and customer as follows:  
a. Direct mail   : Sending offering, information, remember tool, or other to 
someone.  
b. Marketing catalog  : Usually the companies may will send catalog product 
completely, catalog consumer for special product and business catalog, usually in 
printing, CD, video and online. 
c. Telemarketing : Using telephone and call center to attract consumer applicant, 
sell to the current consumer and provide services with delivery order and customer 
care.  
According to theory above, the researcher conclude that promotion is a 
necessary part in marketing to recognize their product, make sure to the customer for 
their products choice with many ways like direct mail, catalog marketing and also 
telemarketing. Corporate social responsible (CSR) is could be a channel to promote 
the product and closer to the customer.  
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E. Brand switching 
1. Definition of Brand Switching  
Brand switching behavior is the consumer brand switching performed or 
interpreted also as decrepitude consumers to switch to other brands. Consumer who 
often to switch brand in purchases is included into type of variety seeking behavior, 
Simamora (2004:22). Consumer experience in using the product led to a commitment 
to the brand. Bad Experience which raises bad value from purchases for a consumer 
will cause them switch to other brands.  
According to Givon (2001:22), brand switching is used by the customer for 
any time use, where the level of brand switching also shows the extent to which they 
have a loyal customer. The higher level to brand switching, will be less loyal 
consumers of the brand. When it happens in a long time and done by a group of 
consumers from a brand then the brand has a high risk because they are easily and 
quickly lose customer. 
 Satisfaction occurs when consumer expectations are met or exceeded 
expectations and maintained purchasing decisions. Satisfaction can reinforce a 
positive attitude toward the brand, so that consumers are more likely to re- purchase 
the same brand. Dissatisfaction occurs when consumer expectations are not met, so 
consumers will be negative for a brand and consumers will be less likely to buy the 
same brand again. While the decision to move the brand that consumers do occur due 
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to consumer dissatisfaction received after making a purchase. Dissatisfaction arises 
because consumer expectations are not the same or higher than the performance it 
receives from marketers (Chintagunta, 1999:486). Consumers who are not satisfied 
with the products they use are likely to switch brand, this is done to their satisfaction 
of the products that they bought. Indicators that made brand switching in customer:  
1. Emerging new products, consumer move to the new product and leaving old 
their old product to get better quality and satisfied. 
2. Quality, quality is size of the brand to implement their functions. Quality such 
as whole measurement that can show about the preservation, reliability, easy 
to repair and others high attribute. Schiffman & Kanuk cited in Chatrin & 
karlina (2007:354). 
Brand switching behavior on SIM card phone cellular decided by several factors 
towards brand switching behavior, as brand image, price, promotion. Several factors 
that influencing brand switching behavior become a format of brand switching 
behavior. The influence from the few factors that influencing brand switching 
behavior above analyzed by using multiple linear regression, then from the result of 
analysis could obtain the research result.   
 
2. Relation among Brand Image, Price and Promotion on Brand switching 
Brand switching eventually has many cases did by the customer, all of the 
reasons because of customer has right to do brand switching behavior. Every 
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customer has different type and taste then customer switch to other brands. Brand 
image, price and promotion as an example might customer switch to other product 
because of bad image of the product, company also image of the customer it selves. 
Price is could be a measurement also in customer brand switching behavior, might the 
customer feels unsatisfied with the product where as the price product that they 
bough is expensive or mostly customer choose the lowest price product to appropriate 
their economic condition. Then promotion, every detail of the product sometimes 
judged by the customer, not just brand image, price but also promotion could 
persuade and remind consumer about the product.   
According to Cravens cited in Nilasari (2012:3) said, price is a fast way to 
attack rivalry or other possibility to positioning a company in the outside directly. 
According to Stanton cited in Nilasari (2012:3) if the price tag not appropriate with 
consumer perception toward brand class with the presence of the brand, it will make 
consumer doubt and no repurchases because consumer claim the price of product 
unsuitable in it class of brand. Promotion relation among other variable might from 
brand image, mostly consumer judge the creativity of the company who has good 
promotion through the radio, television or magazine and deliver it simply funny or 
impressive. 
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F. Hypothesis Model  
 
 
     H2 
       
     H3  
     H1 
      
H4 
     Picture 2: Conceptual Framework 
Model Hypothesis: 
 
     Influencing partially 
     Influencing simultaneously 
 
 
G. Hypothesis Formulation     
Based on the previous discussion, the hypothesis in this research consists of: 
H1 Brand Image, Price, and Promotion has influences significantly on Brand 
Switching of SIM card phone cellular simultaneously. 
Brand 
image (X1) 
Price 
(X2) 
Promotion 
(X3) 
Brand 
switching 
(Y) 
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H2 Brand Image has influence significantly on Brand Switching of SIM card phone 
cellular. 
H3 Price has influence significantly on Brand Switching of SIM card phone 
cellular.  
H4 Promotion has influence significantly on Brand Switching of SIM card phone 
cellular. 
 
